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The ST0-29B practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The ST0-29B Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The ST0-29B exam is very challenging, but with our ST0-29B questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the ST0-29B exam on your FIRST TRY!
Symantec ST0-29B Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for ST0-29B exam
- Try a demo before buying any Symantec exam
- ST0-29B questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified ST0-29B answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- ST0-29B tested and verified before publishing
- ST0-29B examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- ST0-29B same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring Symantec certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like ST0-29B exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This ST0-29B test is an important part of Symantec certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The ST0-29B exam is essential and core part of Symantec certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real ST0-29B Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your Symantec ST0-29B Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your ST0-29B now!
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QUESTION: 1
When Auto-Protect is enabled, protection is optional for which type of file access?

A. write
B. delete
C. backup
D. restore

Answer: C

QUESTION: 2
All email Auto-Protect is disabled, and an administrator recedes an email from an associate with
a zip file attached. There are three files in the .zip file that are needed for the administrator's
presentation the new day. What neither of them realize is that one of the files is infected with a
virus. When win Pile system Auto-Protect Detect this infected tile?

A. when the email is opened
B. when the .zip file is opened
C. when the .zip rue is saved to the administrator's desktop
D. when the email is closed

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
Which two actions are available when TruScan Proactive Threat Scan detects a trojan or worm?
(Select two.)

A. delete
B. ignore
C. terminate
D. quarantine
E. clean

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 4
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Lifeline Supply Company deploys a freeware application, EasyWeatherView, that i5 funded by
advertising. It is detected by Symantec Endpoint Protection as Adware.weatnerBorg because it
includes banner advertisements in its client interlace, me company accepts the risk and treats
EasyWeatherView as an undetected application and bypasses the standard adware policy actions.
How can this best be configured in Symantec Endpoint Protection?

A. edit the Antivirus and Antispyware policy and set the Primary Action for security risks to
Leave Alone
B. edit the Exclusion policy to exclude Adware.WeatherBorg from detection by marking the
Exclude checkbox in the Threat list and clearing the Log Option checkbox
C. edit the Application and Device Control policy andcl ear the EasyWeatherView checkbox in
the Security Risk list for exclusions
D. edit the Exclusion policy to exclude Adware.WeatherBorg from detection by marking the
Exclude checkbox in the Threat list and checking the Deny Logging checkbox

Answer: B

QUESTION: 5
An administrator needs a TruScan Proactive Threat scan that will detect a potential trojan, worm,
or keylogger as quickly as possible. How should the administrator set the scan frequency?

A. set it to continuous
B. set it to scan new processes immediately
C. select the default setting
D. set it to 5 minutes

Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
In Symantec Endpoint Protection, which default action is taken when security risks such as
spyware, adware, hacking tools, remote access programs, and trackware are detected?

A. log the detection event only
B. delete the infected file
C. clean the risk
D. quarantine the file locally
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Answer: D

QUESTION: 7
Which scan types can a user initiate?

A. idle, active, or full scan
B. custom, idle, or full scan
C. active, custom, or fullscan
D. custom, quick, or fullscan

Answer: C

QUESTION: 8
Which feature can be configured to increase or decrease performance of scheduled scans?

A. scan frequency
B. CPU throttling
C. heartbeat interval
D. tuning options

Answer: D

QUESTION: 9
Which two actions can the Centralized Exception policy perform? (Select two.)

A. exclude a specific folder from Antivirus and AntiSpyware File System Auto-Protect scanning
B. specify an exclusion to keep a known risk from being scanned
C. specify machines from which the Symantec Endpoint Protection Manager console cannot be
run
D. exclude forwarding of certain log types from the Symantec Endpoint Protection client
E. specify Intrusion Prevention system signatures for exclusion

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 10
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